
SPEED FACER ODF 40  70

POWERFUL PRECISE
MACHINING PERFORMANCE
1.35 hp pneumatic motor provides more 
power and speed resulting in higher 
metal removal rates to get the job done 
fast.
OptimizedOptimized drive reduction provides the 
speed range required to use carbide or 
HSS tooling, for added flexibility and   
performance.
InfinitelyInfinitely variable feed rates from 0.001- 
0.032 inch/rev (0.025 - 0.813 mm/rev) 
allows operational flexibility for higher 
metal removal and variable surface finish 
requirements.
MultipleMultiple feed trippers to actuate the      
adjustable feed unit. This allows              
aggressive feed rates for maximum 
metal removal as needed.

Select from 4 models sized to machine 
flanges up to 40.5, 50.5, 60.5 or 70.5 
inches (1028.7, 1282.7, 1536.7 or       
1790.7 mm) in diameter.

VERSATILITY AND EASE
OF USE

Tool head and tool bit rotate 360°          
independently to any angle allowing 
optimal tool bit positioning and           
flexibility to create a variety of cuts       
including chamfers, o-ring grooves, RTJ 
grooves, square shoulders, and other 
angled   surfaces.
BacBack-facing attachment option            
provides even more flexibility in          
machining operations were there are 
bridge obstructions or when machining 
flanges on the back side of pipe flange.
RRemovable feed trippers allows for    
multiple mounting positions maximizing 
ability to avoid obstructions.
Setup fingers and leveling feet allows 
for quick and easy setup and alignment 
of the machine reducing crane time.

SAFETY
Auto-feed system keeps operators 
hands safe from moving parts and 
keeps the job running smoothing.
Bearing guard keeps chips and debris 
out of the bearing and belt drive system 
protecting the operator from exposed 
pinch and entanglement hazards.
LLow pressure drop-out prevents            
unintended re-starts after loss of        
supplied air pressure.
E-stop for quick stops & controlled       
re-starts.
CE Certified

Reversible pneumatic motor can be      
installed from either the top or bottom 
of the machine depending on                 
obstructions or operating mode.
Custom-builtCustom-built crate allows for expanded 
shipping options and reduces exposure 
to inclement weather and damage     
on-site or in transit.
Cutting tools available upon request 
eliminates outsourcing. Tool holder can 
accept up to 0.75 inch (19.1 mm) tooling.

The New OD Mount Speed Facers Deliver The Power & Speed Needed 
To Get The Job Done Efficiently & Cost-Effectively.

MACHINING RANGE: 0 - 70.5 inches (0 - 1790.7 mm)
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SPEED FACER ODF 40  70
DIMENSIONS
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SPEED FACER ODF 40
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SPEED FACER ODF 50
DIMENSIONS
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SPEED FACER ODF 60
DIMENSIONS
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SPEED FACER ODF 70
DIMENSIONS
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SPEED FACER ODF 40  70
SPECIFICATIONS
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